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Predicting officer attrition is a major difficulty in
the Planning, frog ramming , and Budgeting Process. Ihe
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is tc apply econometric techniques to the protlem of
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This paper results from a Headquarters Marine Corps
(HQMC) reguest for an officer attrition model based on
economic factors. lie model will replace the fomer aodel
of an average of previous years' attrition- The model will
re used for budget and promotion planning and will satisfy
the need fcr more accuracy in these projections.
Previous studies in this area have suggested that
economic factors are chieflv responsible for officer attri-
tion. The purpose cf this paper was to expand on a Center
for Kaval Analysis (CNA) study [Ref. 1] and develop a
regression model which is specific to each officer grade and
the ccnjicn ents withir that grade, such as aviation and
ground. The model hill produce an attrition rate which,
when applied to an average annual officer strength based en
total narbours, would give a prediction of attrition fcr the
following fiscal year.
!• EACKGiCOND
1 « Eeterminatior of Variables
In determining which independent variables to use
in developing this model, a great deal of thought wert into
deciding exactly what makes an officer leave the Marine
Corps. A variety cf ideas were discussed with officers
ranging in rank from lieutenants to generals. Studies were
also made of infornal surveys of former officers who
returned guestiennaires relating to their decision to
resign. The results of this research narrowed choices of

variables tc three categories: military pay, the economy,
and promotion potential. Promotion potential indices are
being developed at this time which will give an indication
of an officer *s potential for advancement- These indices
could be used in a linary choice attrition model in the
future. Except at very lew grade levels pay, a point of
dissatisfaction with many officers, did not correlate
strongly with an officers decision to leave the service
when tsed as the independent variable in a linear regression
en attrition. In crder to test the influence of ether
economic variables on attrition, a variety of variatles were
developed that would indicate trends in economic activity.
Among them were managerial unemployment, professional tech-
nical unemjloy mert, consumer price index, and GNP. Eata for
these variables were obtained from the Department of
Commerce and library research. A ratio of civilian to mili-
tary pay developed by the Center for Naval Analyses was also
used [fief. 2]. Most of these variables are self-
explanatory, but tiof ess ional-technical unemployment is
identified by the lepartment of Commerce as unemployment
among lawyers, pilots, computer specialists, teachers,
programmers, etc. ££ef- 3]-
Ihe primary difficulty encountered in dcing this
jroject fcas obtaining sufficient data points with which to
run a meaningful regression. Ihe reason for this difficulty
was the state of the Marine Ccrps automated data reporting
system prior to 1976. During the period 1970 to 1S76 the
Marine Ccrps was instituting its first automated personnel
reporting system. Many difficulties were encountered during
this period and, as a result, data from this period is
extremely unreliable. Data at the Defense Manpower Data
Center is rased on input from HQMC and after careful study
was found tc have similar protlems. Add to this the attri-
tion jrcblems of tie Vietnam War, and the problems in

extending the data base were insurmountable for the purposes
cf this facer. The Karine Corps system was amended in 1S76
and, by 1977, the system was reporting data with over 95
percent accuracy.
Ihe statistical software programming system used in
building the model was the SAS Institute's Statistical
Analysis System £Bef. 4]. Eroblems with autocorrelation
were identified and resolved using the Hildreth-Lu proce-
dure. ££ef. 5]. Bedel fits were exceptionally geed by F
statistic ard E-sguar€d standards. The model is currently
beinc used by HQMC tc determine officer losses for FY 84 and
will serve as the rasis for further develcpment intc an
expanded icdel.
2 • I5 e s of the Mcdel
Ihe predictiens frcm this model will be used in
several hays. The first, which is being prepared at this
ttoment, is the prediction of expected manpower levels fcr FY
1984. His is ar annual process in which expected attrition
deternines expected accession requirements and, hence,
officer recruiting gcals. Frcm these figures the manpower
tudget is tten deternined.
Ihe preparaticn of promotion zones is another use of
this model. With an accurate prediction of attriticn,
eligibility zones car be determined well in advance thus
facilitating Marine Corps planning as well as officers*
personal planning. Cther areas affected by this model will
be schcel guotas and retention bonuses, such as Aviation
Officer's Ccntinuaticr Pay.
3- Choice of Regressio n
Ihe primary reasons for choosing a regression aocel
in this case were sinplicity and the sparsness of data.
The ncdel will be used by mathematically unsophisticated
10

officers whc have little or no desire to manipulate ccnplex
mathematical expressions or tc do extensive computer work.
Kith a regression model, answers are provided which exjress
an easily understood relationship between a cause and an
effect, which in this case are unemployment and officer
attrition nates.
Factors for an ACOI-type model were not developed
because of an intuitive error in this type model as it
applies tc Marine Corps officers. The ACOL type mcdels
relate \climtary attrition tc variations in military and
civilian compensation. Essentially, the ACOL-type mcdels
say an individual will leave the military if he senses an
erosion in his present compensation in relation to civilian
compensation which presages an erosion of future benefits
[Bef. 6]. However, Marine Officer motivation for continued
service is rot based en monetary rewards as much as it is a
variety of other factors such as patriotism, pride in
service, and a basic satisfaction with his standard of
living that is acceptable given an opportunity tc continue
in service. The ACCL model presumes that an officer is a
reasonable man in the legal or economic sense, and that he
will weigh the financial benefits of military service versus
civiliar life, and whichever tecomes more favorable will be
his career of choice. In this author's experience Marine
Officers make an emotional commitment to service and tend
to renain in service until they have reached their goals or
have determined that they no longer have a possibility cf
reaching them. This intuition was confirmed by regressions




II. S1E0CTOBE Of THE DATA BASE
A. AllfilllCN DATA
It was necessary to first explore alternative sources of
data tefcre beginning the analysis because of the jrctlems
mentioned in Chapter One concerning the Marine Corps offi-
cial data rase. lie Defense Manpower Data Center (IMIC)
maintains data files ce all DCD personnel, both active and
inactive. From these files IMDC is capable of extracting
data en the number of officers and their grade attritirg in
any cne year, files en Marine Corps officers extend tack to
1971 and include unrestricted officers as well as limited
duty officers. Data submitted to DMDC by the Marine Coips
were cttaired from the Marine Corps personnel reporting
system. The difficulties with the data were a result of the
reporting system prici to 1977. Attrition data were summer-
ized en a semi-annual basis ty HQMC and sent via tape to
IMDC. Since the reporting system at this time was approxi-
mately six months in arrears, the problems of determining
exactly when a Marine left the service were difficult to
resolve. Eecause of the problems in the HQMC data it was
expected that similar problems would occur in the DMEC data,
but ar attempt was made to resolve these difficulties. By
taxing an overall list of attrition from 1971 to 1983 it was
hoped that the data could be reduced to annual attrition
data ty summarizing the data by separation dates. The
results cttained from this effort were distinctly different
from EQMC data for tie same period. Part of the difference
can be attributed to the Department of Defense (DOD) ceding
system which identifies the reasons for an individual's
attrition and part tc the residual effects of the Vietnam
12

War. Further compounding the problem were instances cf lest
tapes and duplication cf names. Differences between CCE and
Marine Corps coding systems caused additional prcrlems of
differentiation between unrestricted officers and Limited
Euty Cfficers. The result of these data problems was to
disallow the use of attrition data from years prior to 1977.
Ifce data actually used were obtained from HQMC (Officer
Hans Section) and dates from Fiscal Year 1977 through
fiscal Year 1983- lc ensure accuracy of this data, an
intensive effort was made by the Officer Plans Section to
verify tie cata by cemparison with data maintained indepen-
dently of the personnel system. The data are in the fcrm cf
total attrition and average strength for a given fiscal
year. The average strength is computed by using man-hours
totaled ever the year and divided by the number of days in a
year. Ficm this information the annual attrition rates were
then computed. These data are listed in Table I by rank,
component, and year.
I. ICCBCHIC DATA
Zccncmic data were obtained primarily frcm the
Statistical Office cf the Department of Commerce. In
particular, all unemployment information was provided by
this source. The data were available in several forms
including the raw number of unemployed and the total Eumter
in the wcrk category, as well as percentages of unemployed
in each work category.
unemployment data appear in a large number of categories
reflecting the enormous variety of occupations in this
country. Previous studies on this subject by CNA used only
the figures for gross unemployment of males over age 18
£Bef. 7]. Intuitively it was not reasonable that this





EAKK 1977 1S78 197S 1980 1981 1962 1983
Grcund
I1CCI . 115 . 148 .137 . 116 .1 11 .0 96 .094
MAJOR . 086 .C69 .093 -0 84 .087 .044 .062
CART .073 -C68 .092 . 104 .092 .090 .076
1STI1 .225 .233 .210 . 174 .157 . 147 .143
Aviation
I1CCI . 13S . 172 .144 . 121 .125 .122 .06C
MAJOF .071 .C79 -059 .052 .048 .034 .036
CART . 129 . 176 .179 .156 -148 .091 .100
1STLI . 06 7 .C69 .069 .034 -032 .025 .019
Tctal
I1CCI . 122 . 155 . 138 - 119 .117 .105 .086
MAJOF .076 .C85 -080 -072 .072 .040 .047
CAR! .096 . 123 . 124 . 122 .112 .090 .093
1STI1 . 166 . 176 .147 . 123 .109 .102 .099
Officers whc are primarily leaders, or in civilian terns,
nanagers. Those officers who do not fall in the managerial
categciy are, for the most fart, technically oriented or
pilots. For this reason the author examined certain sub-
categories cf uneiployment such as managerial/
administrative, aviation, and professional/technical. Ihese
categories are defined in detail in Chapter Four below and
relate closely to the types of work for which Marine
Officers are qualified. The economic data showing signifi-





Year UN UN1 El £11 PAY GNP CPI
197*7
.C28 .03 1 .030 .022 1.036 5.3 6.5
1S78 .021 .02 8 .026 .030 1.024 4.4 7.6
1S7S -021 .02 1 .024 .026 1.000 2.3 11.5
1S6C .024 .021 .025 .024 1.000 -.2 13.5
1981 .027 . C2 4 -C28 .025 1.050 -.3 10.2
1982 .036 .027 .033 .028 1.04 5 -.8 6.0
1S63 .035 .03 6 .031 .033 1.022 N/A N/A
regression analysis ai€ listed in Table II under tke vari-
able names UN (managerial administrative) and PI (profes-
sional technical). Ihe variables UN1 and P11 in lable II
are tte variables UN and PT lagged by one year.
Eesearch at th€ Pentagon library and at the Naval
Eostgraduate School provided additional information en unem-
ployment categories, as well as data on civilian and nili-
tary pay. The actual data en pay used in the mcdel was
obtained frcm a Center for Naval Analyses study [Bef. 8].
Ihe stud}, by Kathleen Utgcff, computed pay as a ratio of
civilian and military pay indices. The indices were
computed by choosing 1980 as a base year and dividing each
year in the sample by the value for 1980. Ihe civiliar pay
index was computed in the same way using 1980 as the base
year. Ihe ratio of these two indices then showed a contin-
uing relationship between civilian and military pay. Ihis
data is listed under the variable name PAY in Table II .
rata en the gross national product (GNP) and the consumer
15

price index (CPI) Mere obtained from library research as
well. These variables are alsc defined in Chapter Fcur.
16

III. IBT0I1IVE MVE1CPJJNT OF THE MODEL
A. 1X1 1 ill IBS
Procedures fcllowed in developing this model were stan-
dard data analysis methods learned at the Naval Postgraduate
School. The first step in the process was an intuitive
study oi the problem in which the analyst determines fiom
lackgrcund informaticn what factors might have a logical
effect en the result he is trying to predict. Since the
purpese cf this study was to determine what economic factors
night influence officer attrition, the search for causes
began in this area. lo acccmplish this step, a series of
interviefcs was held with a variety of senicr officers at
EQMC, including the officer-in-charge of the Marine Corps
Officer flans Section, the Director of Officer Career plan-
ning, and a number cf assignment monitors. All of tnese
individuals deal with officer career patterns on a daily
rasis aid all had strcng cpinions as to the reasons for
officer attrition. (It is important to note that these offi-
cers were all near retirement age.) Additionally, they
provided a variety of other insights as to the officer mind
set regarding his career choices. Results from these inter-
views shewed a general disagreement on which particular
econcnic factor was most important in influencing an offi-
cer's decision to leave the service. None mentioned unem-
ployment, tut most selected pay, benefits, and the eccnemy
in general as significant factcrs in attrition. Aside from
these economic factcrs, one item, the potential for
continued promotion, was mentioned by almost everyone. In
sum, their feeling was that an officer's success was the
deternining factor as to whether he left the Marine Ccrps.
17

Ihese officers did feel, however, that the economy had seme
effect en the timing of an officers departure frcm the
Marine Ccrps.
lie author received several years 1 worth of question-
naires frcm the Career Planning section which had been
collected from Lieutenant Colonels who had recently
resigned. There were appr oxiirately 180 of these packages.
Beading through the cuestiennaire answers and the accompa-
nying written narratives provided an invaluable glimpse into
the thoughts of men who, at the time cf writing, had jtst
made the decisior to leave the service. In general, there
were two reasons why these men left the service when ttey
did. The first was that they felt the time was right for
them to lake the choice of continued service until they were
either selected, or passed over for Colonel, or resign and
pursue a second career. (All were 20-23 year retirees.)
Iheir ccrcern was that staying on in the Marine Corps past
age 45 wculd reduce their chances for obtaining satisfactory
employment when they eventually retired. This was based on
the feeling that officers frcm the 42-45 year old age grcup
would have a significantly reduced chance of being hired by
a company in which they cculd continue to progress. Ihe
second major factor in the officers' decisions was their
cpinicr that they had reached their promotion limit. With
the assunption cf mirimal potential for promotion, their
best financial option was tc apply the logic in the previous
paragraph and leave the Marine Corps.
Eased en the aforementioned interviews and personal
experiences, the author began an analysis of the officer as
he mcves through his career. It was readily apparent that
there were key perieds in which an officer was most likely
to leave the service. These periods were based on promotion
points in the service. Under normal circumstances,
lieutenants are proncted tc Captains in the fifth year cf
16

ccmmissicnec service, Captains to Majors during the teeth
year, Majors to Lieutenant Colonels during the sixteenth
year cf service, and Lieutenant Colonels to Colonels during
the twenty-second year of service. Integrating ttis with
the fact that retirement benefits are not achieved until the
twentieth year cf tctal service yields a brief picture of
the promotions in a Marine Cfficer's career. Tne fcllcwing
paragraphs give a more detailed discussion of each rank.
lieutenants normally have a four or five year initial
term cf service depending on their source of commissicn and
compenent (air or grcund). Essentially, no aviaticn lieu-
tenants leave the service. Ihis is because of their lenger
initial term of service, which causes them to reach the
grade of Captain befcre they attrite. Aviation lieutenant
attriticr is purely a function of accidents, illness, and
disciplirary problems and, consequently, was not modeled.
Ground lieutenants however, do attrite in significant
numbers as the length of service requirements for them are
much less severe. Attrition in this grade is based en an
individual's analysis of his future. Presumably, the funda-
mental guestion is ore which results in a choice cf a mili-
tary or civilian life based en his goals and amtitions.
Eecause the perceptions of the attainability of these coals
must reasonably lessen during an economic downturn the
economy shculd have a significant effect on an officers
decision tc stay or leave. If the economy is depressed it
is a difficult time for an officer to leave the security of
the military, especially when there is a high probability of
extending his service by one of several short term agree-
ments. These agreements can extend a selected officer's
service tc a more favorable period of time for his exit.
Additionally, there is a smaller chance cf obtaining a
regular commissicn which wculd extend his service until he




Per Captains there is a niucn greater period of flexi-
bility given that they are regular officers, or reserves
with an extension of service agreement. Since Captains are
promoted at five years of commissioned service and are
either passed over for or promoted to Major by their elev-
enth year of service, an individual may leave the service
voluntarily at any pcint in a period of over six years.
Within this period cf six years a Captain will have great
flexilility in naking two key decisions. The first is
whether cr not tc reaain in the Marine Corps. The secend is
when he will leave tie Marine Corps if he decides to resign.
Cnce the first is decided, the timing of the secend will
depend en his ability to obtain satisfactory emplcynent.
This cf course kill depend on the economy as well as his
skills.
Kith the rank of Major the problem is sinpler.
Pre-ICEMA (lefense Officer Personnel Management Act) Majcrs
have a guaranteed length of service of twenty years commis-
sioned service. Since they are promoted during the tenth
and eleventh years cf commissioned service and are either
passed ever or selected for Lieutenant Colonel in their
sixteenth tc twentieth years of service, they have a period
cf six tc ten years in which to make a decision about
leaving. Eost-DOPMA Majors dc not have a guaranteed length
cf service of twentj years but there are provisions which
allow the retention cf these officers on active duty lased
en their skills and the findings of a special board. Since
IOPMA has enly affected twe year groups it is difficult to
see hew it will affect the attrition of Majors. By the time
officers make the rank of Majcr most have committed them-
selves fcr a twenty }ear term of service. By reaching the
twenty-year retirement point they assure themselves cf a
very satisfactory retirement program.
20

At the sixteenth year of service, a Major is first
eligible fcr selecticr to Lieutenant Colonel. The selection
process nay be repeated for four years until the officer is
either prcacted cr passed over and retired at twenty years
cf service. During this later period it is very unlikely
that any Major will leave the service unless he nas prior
enlisted service which would help him achieve twenty years
of service early. lieutenant Colonels probably have the
most flexibility of all officers. They are usually prcnoted
at sixteen years of commissi cued service and may continue in
service until the twenty-sixth year of service. At any
point after their third year in grade they may retire
although it is considered economically foolish tc leave
before retirement. From nineteen years of service en,
however, the Lieutenant Colonel can pick his time tc leave.
Cost ien at this stace of life would not leave unless ttey
had a jet either already arranged or the economy was in such
a condition that obtaining a job was not difficult.
The result of the above discussion is that Marine
Officers make their decisions to leave the service for
reasons generally unrelated tc the economy. The timing of
their decision, however, is directly related to the economy
since ttey invariably require employment soon after their
departcre from the service. Thus a poor economy will reduce
the attrition of Marine officers, while a robust eccnemy
will cause attritior to increase given that there is a
substantial pool of officers who have made the decision to
leave at anj given tine.

17. JJTHODOIOGI JND ANAIISIS
A. IJ1A ANALYSIS
Lata analysis for this project was guided by th€ irtui-
tive analysis of the problen given in the previous chapter.
3he analysis pointed this research toward a particular set
cf variables which were then examined by the author with
the irterticn of determining relationships between their and
officer attrition.
1 . Sca tter clot analys is
She next step in this process was to verify the
intuitive relationships between the prospective independent
and dependent variables by visual inspection. This was dene
using scatter plcts cf the data. A scatter plot is a simple
plotting of two-dimensional data on (x,y) coordinates using
a specified scale. Id this case, attrition data was plotted
en the 5 coordinate versus a variety of economic data or the
x coordinate. Ihe resulting set of points should show seme
type cf a pattern if there is a relationship between the two
variables. The patterns cculd have a variety of shapes tut
in the case of this cata they most likely will be linear in
form. If they are linear then the hypothesized cause and
effect relationship is easy to observe between the twe vari-
ables. The actual plcts were constructed using IBM's exper-
imental graphics software, Grafst3, in the NPS graphics
room. Specific functions used were the Scatter Plot
Analysis for the scatter plots and General Plot for the
linear cemparisons.
Scatter plots were run on officer attrition versus
the eccncnic variables defined in Chapter II as well as the
22

rates of change of these versus the rates of change of
cfficer attrition. The most significant relationships
occurred retween the various forms of unemployment and
cfficer attrition. Also notable was variation in these
relationships with respect to officer grade and component.
In ccrjurction with the scatter plots the economic factors
and the attrition rates were also plotted on one scale
versus each year sinc€ 1977. This allowed a direct ccmpar-
ison retween the twc factors and served to further illus-
trate the relationship- Figure 4.1 contains a sample of the
graphs for lieutenant Colonel, Ground. Note that a least
sguares regression lire has been included in the scatter to
emphasize possible relationships. Only the variables
finally chcsen for the model were displayed on the plots.
Ihe remainder of the plots for the chosen variatles are
displayed in Appendix A. After comparing the regression
fits fcr all variables, I decided to use the variables UN
and DN1 in ay regression equations. Additionally the vari-
able il was lost due to its redefinition by the Department
cf Ccmmerce in 1983.
Most of these plots show a strong correlation
between unemployment in general and Marine Officer attri-
tion. Ihe correlation between aviation officer attrition
and unemployment, however, was much weaker. This was caused
by the initiation of Aviation Officer Continuation Pay in
1981 which gives a large bonus of as much as $6,000 per year
for six years to aviation officers electing to continue in
service. Ihe program applied to all ranks provided the
individual met certain active duty in flight status require-
ments. This action by DOD has had its desired effect, and
almost 5C0 officers, are continuing in service (including
fifty lieutenant Colcnels who otherwise would not) . This
accounts, in part, for the dramatic reduction in attrition
rates fcr aviation Lieutenant Colonels in 1983 and fcr avia-
tion Kajcrs and Captains in 1982 and 1983.
23
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Figure 4.1 Lieutenant Colonel Ground.
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A second difficulty was the inability to distin-
guish between voluntarily separated officers, and these who
separated because of their inability to obtain ore of the
limited number of service extensions. This difficulty was
most apparent in the Ground and Total categories of
lieutenacts- Because of the great numbers of officers
leaving tie service in this grade, the effect of the unem-
ployment cycle on attrition is muted and, thus, is net as
apparent as in other ranks. Aviation lieutenants were not
included in the model because an analysis of the data
disclosed that few (arout nineteen per year) ever attrited,
and those who did were separated as the result of courts
martials or for medical reasons. Based on the above jlct,
and ethers not shown, the variables described below were
selected for further evaluation.
2 • Cescrip tion ct Variables
a. Managerial/Administrative Unemployment (UN)
This is managerial and administrative unemploy-
ment and as the name implies, includes executives, managers,
and administrators. From this variable, two other lagged
variables were created and named UNI and UN2 (only UN1 is
displayed in Table II). The number indicates that variable
UN has te€L lagged ere or two years respectively.
t. Professicral Technical Unemployment (PT)
This category of unemployment includes lawyers,
teachers, computer specialists, airline mechanics, and
pilots. It is also computed by the Department of Commerce
and is lagged by one and two years in the variables PI1 and
PT2 (only PT1 is displayed in Table II) . This variable was
very significant in the first runs of Captain, Ground and
Total. The Department of Commerce, however, has radically
25

altered this category of unemployment based en the results
of the 1980 ceisus to the point where it is no longer
consistent with the jears prior to 1983 and therefore is
unusalle in this predictive model.
c. Military/Civilian cay ratio (PAY)
This variable is the ratio of civilian to nili-
tary cay described ir Chapter Three. Its purpose is to
display the changing relationship between military and
civilian pay through the years. It was also lagged oie and
two years in the variables PAY1 and PAY2 (only FAY1 is
displaced in Table II).
d. Gross Oneiployment (GUN)
This is unemployment of males 18 and over. It
covers all industries and is one of the rates commonly seen
in the neyspapers.
3 . frc noticn Potential
From the discussions with senior officers mentioned
in Chapter Ihree, it became apparent that promotion poten-
tial was thought to le a major factor in determining whether
cr net an officer will remain in the Marine Corps. for
example if an officer thought he was promotable to Major and
lieutenant Colonel fclen he was a Captain there would be a
strong likelihood that he would remain in the service. This
is true for lieutenants. Majors, and Lieutenant Colonels as
well. A high promotion potential may be indicative of a
person's satisfaction with the service. At the same time,
not having the possirility for more responsibility because
of lew promotion potential will cause an officer to leave
the service. Thus promotion potential and other factors of
retention may be related. The only difficulty was that
there were no reliahle methods of guantifying this factor,
and thus promotion potential was not used in this model.
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E. HSIC BEGBESSIOH BODEI
lie theory of regression must be understood before the
evaluaticn cf the results can begin- The purpose of regres-
sion is to validate a theoretical relationship between a
given fact and a piece or pieces of information on which it
may be dependent. "Bunning a linear regression" is the
procedure by which tie coefficients to the variables in the
expression will re ottained:
Y (i) = a + bX(i) .
Ihis establishes the linear relation between the X and Y
variables. Assumptions made in determining this model are:
(1) Ihere exists a population of Y values for each X;
the populatici random variable corresponding to
X(i) is Y(i)
.
(2) E(Y(i))= a tX(i) for each X (i) (i.e., the value
cf i that is expected for each X (i) is given by
the expression a + bX (i) )
.
(3) Var(Y(i)) = sigma sguared for each X(i).
(4) The errors of observation (residuals) are unccr-
related and normally distributed £Bef. 9].
C. EIIBIM1S OF THE ££S OUTEUT
lc acccnplist the analysis of these variables the SAS
Institute's regression analysis programs were used. figure
4.2 is ar example of the output from one of these programs.
Hhey provide accurate output with a wide variety cf func-
tions. SAS* s ease of use and availability were prime
factors in its choice for the regression analysis.
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Figure 4.2 Example of SAS Output.
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figure 4.3 is an example of the SAS program used tc prcduce
the regressions.
Id reviewing the results cf the SAS output a variety of
terms kill re used tc describe the model and its fit tc the
data as sell as its ability tc predict the future tased on
estimates cf the independent variable. A brief description
cf these terms follows.
1 . I v alu e
A statistic used to test for a linear relation
between the independent and dependent variables of the
regressicn equation. If the linear relationship is strcng
we expect that this value, a ratio of explained tc unex-
plained variances, tc be large.













is sinply the sguare loot cf the unexplained variance. As
used in SAS the F statistic measures the explanatory power
that a variable contributes tc the model. In dcirg so it
tests the cull hypctheses that there is no correlation
tetween the variables. If the value of the F statistic is
higher thar the critical value, which is determined by
degrees cf freedom and confidence level, then the null
hypothesis rejected. If it is lower, then the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected. In general, high I values
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Ihis statistic is used to examine the linear rela-
tionship between the variables of a regression. A perfect
relationship would result in a value of 1, while ec rela-
tionship wculd produce a value of 0. Ihis statistic can be
interpreted as a percent of total variation of the dependent
variable that is defined by the independent variable.
Normally in time series data with large samples, E-sguare
values cf .90 or more are common.
(?i-7) 2
E-sguare= n ~i ,(Yi-Y)^
n- 1
where ¥ is the value cf Y{i) estimated from the regression
eguaticn. £Bef. 11].
3. t-test
Ihis is a test of the hypothesis that the regression
coefficients equal zero. The statistic used for this test
is the t-statistic:
where: b is the estimated coefficient and
SE
£b= \/^(Xi-X) 2
If t is greater than the critical value for the test, then
the coefficient b is ron-zero. If t is less than the crit-
ical value, then the coefficient equals zero, and the null
hypothesis that the coefficient has no significance is
accepted (Note that for this single variable case t-sguare
equals F) £Eef. 12].
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4 • Coefficient cf Variation
This is the ratio of Standard Error (SE) to the mean
cf the sample Y»s:
cv= -~- X 100
Althcuch the reliability of this expression is subject to
the context of its use, values of CV are expected tc re as
small as ,1C to .20 £Bef. 13].
5- Ere dict icn Interval
Ihis is an expression cf confidence that a predicted
value will te within a pair of values. Thus it can te said,
for example, that the attrition rate for 1984 will be within
.12 and .13 with 95 percent confidence [fief. 14].
6 . Autocorrelation
Eependence cf the value of one variable en the
values cf the same variables preceding it in time. lor
example, the dependence of 1984 unemployment on 1983 unem-
ployment wculd be first order autocorrelation. The degree
cf autoccrrelaticn is measured by the autocorrelation coef-
ficient rhc, p. If p=0 there is no autocorrelation. For
positive cr negative autocorrelation the values of p are
positive or negative. In this paper the term serial corre-
lation is used interchangeably with autocorrelation
[fief. 15].
?« Eurtin-Watson Test
This test aeasures the degree autocorrelation.
Comparison with tables will indicate whether the statistic
is significant or net. Values of 2.30 indicate no serial
correlation. For purposes of this paper, existing tables

had tc re extended t} linear extrapolation to cover small
sample sizes. The resulting tests are as follows:
lor negative autocorrelation:
He: No negative autocorrelation
Reject if DW < 4-dl
Accept if du < DH < 4-du
Inconclusive if 4-du < DW < 4-dl
lor positive autocorrelation:
He: No positive auto correlation
Reject if DW < dl
Accept if DW > du
Inconclusive if dl < DW < du
Values of du and dl for this problem are 1.28 and .92
respectively [fief. 1 6 2-
£. HIICIS OF SAMPIE SIZE CN REGRESSION
As previously mertioned, in the construction of this
model there were two significant problem areas. Beth prob-
lems aie a result of the lack of data points. In performing
linear regression, tie larger the sample size the greater is
the pcssirility that the relationship indicated by the model
is a statistically valid one. An R-sguare of .90 with one
thousard data points is far more likely to be a valid nodel
than a ncdel with the same R-sguare and only seven data
points. In a time series model, for instance, a relationship
that fits the data well over fifty years is far more likely
to be valid than one that fits over ten years. Ihus, this
model with only sever data points has obvious questions of
validity which only additional data will be atle tc confirm.
lie second ccnsecuence of the small sample sizes is the
restriction that must be placed on introducing additional
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variables to the model. It is unlikely that the variable UN
explains all of the variation in the attrition rate.
Intuitively, there must be other factors. Unfortunately,
with a snail sample size, there is a tendency fcr model
statistics such as the F value and R-sguare to improve
merely ty the additicr of a variable or two without these
variables also having a significant effect on the model's
description of reality. For instance, R-sguare will
increase tc one if sis variables are added to a model with a
sample size of six. Ihis is a result of the method by which
R-sguare is calculated. Ihus to ensure that an accurate
model is produced, the numter of independent variatles has
teen limited to one, despite the fact that there are ether
variables that have significance both intuitively and
statistically and, in general, the model is improved by
adding them.
I. EIFf JCGITIES WIIE AUTOCCBBIIATION
The prchlem of autocorrelation was encountered ic four
of the mcdels. This is normal in time series data ard in
large data sets there are standard procedures that attempt
to remove the autoccrrelaticn. In the case of small data
sets, hewever, the procedures are sometimes not effective
and produce results which are subject to question. Ihe
presence cf autocorrelation does nothing to hamper the
model's predictive consistency, but it does cause the esti-
mate cf standard error to be biased £Bef. 17]. The goal of
any procedure irtended to correct autocorrelaticr is to
produce residuals which are uncorrelated and thus satisfy
the independence assumption of least squares linear regres-
sion. Ihe results cf these models with their evaluatcry
statistics are shown telow in Table III.
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lie procedure used involved estimating the serial corre-
lation ccefficiert using the Hildreth-Lu procedure. The
flildreth-Iu procedure is a grid search method of determining
the optimal serial ccrrelaticn coefficient by computing the
sum cf sguaied residuals for a series of possible values of
the serial correlation coefficient. Values of the grid
range frcm 1.0 to -1.C in gradations of .1, including zero.
Ihe optinal value of the correlation coefficient is ther the
cne that produces tie minimum value of the residual sum cf
squares resulting frcm the regression using the general
differencirg procedure (see relow) for each correlation
coefficient. The optimal value of the correlation coeffi-
cient tc the one-hundredths place was then determined by a
second grid search covering an egual distance to either side
cf the initial point. After determining the optimal esti-
mate of the serial correlation coefficient, the general
differencing procedure £Bef. 18] was used to apply this
factor tc the regression model in the form:
Y* = Bo(1-p)-B1 (Xt*)
where
:
Y* = Yt - p (Yt-1)
X* = Xt - p (Xt-1)
and p = serial correlation coefficient
Xt-1 = previous year's unemployment
Xt = follow-on year's unemployment
Y* = attrition rate prediction for follcw-on year
lie results of this procedure are discussed ic the
following section and are presented with their statistics in
lable III. Comparisons cf the equations arrived at by
general differencing versus the original equations are found
in Appendix B. In three of the four cases the model
produced by the general differencing was superior to the
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original ncdel both in the Durbin- Watson statistic as well
as in the other teascies of a model's validity (it is noted
that alter general differencing the normal distribution
theor j f cr linear models no longer holds)
.
F. vEEIIICiTIOH OF EIGBESSICN ASSUMPTIONS
After each model was selected, the residuals were exam-
ined for normality ard independence. Despite the fact that
these cr any procedures are relatively inaccurate for small
sample sizes, normal plots were used together with the
Shapiic-Kilk statistic to verify normality. The results of
these tests generally indicated normality. Those results
(3) that were inconclusive or weak involved the models on
which gereral differencing was used. The use of this proce-
dure caused the loss cf one more data point and thus the
probable weakening of the tests. Constant variance cf the
residuals was established by the examination of plots cf the
residuals against tie estimated attrition and the indepen-
dent variable, while independence was established by the use
cf the Di statistic ard graphical methods.
G. HCDEI VABIABIES AiE COEIFICIENTS
lahle IV is a tatular presentation of each model's inde-
pendent variable with it's coefficients. Hhere a value for
Bho appears in the right hand column general differencing
was used tc achieve the final model. The statistical
gualitv cf each model is discussed in detail below.
B. AIFI3CA1ION OF SIJTISTICAI IESTS TO THE HODEL
Ihe following is a grade-by-grade analysis of the model
based en the test statistics provided by the SAS output.

















Grcund un .S7 130 23. 4 -11.4 2.78 .Oil
Majcr
Avaaticn un .73 10.9 6.0 -3.3 2.33 .27
Captain




Grcund un .53 4. 5 5.7 -2.1 1.70 .32
(1) lie independent variable used in the regression.
(2) E-sguared value
(3) F statistic
(4)- (5) t statistic for coe fficients a and b
(6) Eur tin- Wat soi: statistic
(7) Coefficient cf Variance
i
the statistical tests of the model. The results cf the
comparison cf the general differencing model and the orig-
inal model are included in Table V. Columns are identified




&QIEL vlBIABLES AND COEFFICIENTS





Aviation UN . 238 -4-078 -
GlCUEd UN . 199 -3.000 -
Total UN . 2C8 -3. 194 -
Ma jcr
Aviation ON . C49 -1.784 .49
Gicund UN . 251 -2.677 -.67
Ictal UN - 140 -2.637 -
Captain
Aviation UN . 294 -5.625 -
Gicund UN1 . 133 -1.678 -
Ictal UN . 136 -2.394 .23
lieutenant
Gicund UN - C597 -2.342 .72
1. lieutenant Cclcnels
a. Aviation.
The aviation model for Lieutenant Colonel i»as
negatively affected ry the unnatural retention of officers
in this grade resulting from the enactment of Aviation
Officers Continuation pay. Ihe attrition rate of aviation
lieutenant Colonels dropped more than fifty percent iron the
year refcre. With tie modification of this value to reflect



















Aviation UN -54 5.8 5.0 -2.4 2.06 .2C
Gicund ON -66 30 13 -5.5 1.75 .C7
Ictal ON .78 18 10 -4.2 2.06 .OS
Major
Aviation UN .73 11 6.0 -3.3 2.33 .27
Gicucd UN -S7 131 23 -11 2.78 .04
Tctal UN .68 36 11 -6.0 1.39 -10
Captain
Aviation UN .S8 302 33 -17 2.00 .03
Gicucd UN1 .76 16 12 -4.0 2.31 .06
Tctal UN .68 36 16 -6.0 .9C -05
Lieutenant
Gicund UN .56 6.2 6.0 -2.5 .65 .15
(1) 3he independeit variable used in the regression.
(2) £-sguared value
(3) I statistic
<<0-(5) t statistic for ccefficients a am1 b
(6) lurrin-Watsor statistic
(7) Coefficient cf V,ariance
_ _ j
who otherwise would have attrited, the model would improve
immensely. Unfortunately these officers are impossible to
identify. As mere data is developed the inclusion of a pay
variable in this model may increase its efficiercy. An
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additional consideration in explaining the drop in attrition
is the sinple fact that Lieutenant Colonels are the rank
grout mcst severely aifected by a poor economy if they leave
the service. This is because the typical Lieutenant Colonel
is married with two college-age children and a large heme
mortgage. Ihe model is significant at the .93 level and the
Lurbin-watscn statistic of 2.06 indicates that there is no
serial ccrrelaticn present iD the residuals since 2.06 >
4-dl and 2-06>du for negative and positive serial correla-
tion, respectively.
1. Ground.
As can re seen in the table, the statistics
evaluatirg this nodel indicate that it is an accurate model
despite the paucity cf data. The model is significant at
the -S9 level as are the a and b coefficients. The coeffi-
cient of variation is less than .1 and the Durtin-Watson
statistic irdicates that there is no significant autocorre-
lation present.
c. Total.
This model is a cenposite of aviation and ground
compenents and the statistics react accordingly. All wcrsen
except tie Durbin-Hatson statistic which at 2.06 indicates
no significant serial correlation.
2- iL§jcr
a. Aviation.
The same difficulties encountered in modeling
aviaticn lieutenant Colonels *ere encountered with Majors.
Again, a large prejertion of Majors who would nomally
attrite accepted Aviation Officer Continuation Pay (fiOCP)
and did not leave the service in 1982 and 19£3.
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Addit icrally. Majors who reached retirement eligibility
because cf prior enlisted service chose to wait urtil their
mandator} retirement point at twenty years cf commissioned
service tecause of the poor state of the economy. Ihe F
statistic is significant at the .95 level as are the t
statistics for both ccefficients. The coefficient of varia-
tion is fairly good at .21 ccmpared to the .10 tc .20
normally desired. This value is consistent with the
E-sgcare of .60. In this case a pay variable that tcck into
consideration the effect of kOCB might he a valid seccnd
independent variable to be included as tne size of the data
set increases. The lurbin-Watson test indicates that there
is pcsitive serial ccrrelaticn present in the residuals.
The general differencing procedure was used on this model,
and the result was a model which was vastly superior statis-
tically with no serial correlation.
r. Ground.
The relation between ground Major attrition and
unemploy nent is cuite strong with an R-sguare of .82 and a
coefficient of variation of .11. Both the a and b coeffi-
cients are significant at the .99 level and the F statistic
at 22. S is also significant at the .99 level. Ihe
lurbin-Watscn test is inconclusive suggesting that the
correlation of the errors is due to the autocorrelation of
the independent variable and not the correlation of residual
terms. Ihe result cf using general differencing on this
model was tc greatly improve its evaluatory statistics. The
IW statistic, however, only improved from 2.89 to 2.78.
This was enough, however, to accept the hypothesis cf no




This model is tetter than its individual avia-
tion and grcund compcrents. Its R-sguare is high at .86 and
the F and t values fcr both coefficients are significant at
the .99 level. fiith a Durbin-Katson value of 1.39, the null
hypothesis cf no serial correlation is not rejected. Also
meeting acceptable standards is the low value of CV at .1C.
3 . Captain
a- Aviation.
Although attrition rates dropped by almost forty
percent in 1982 and 1S83 from 1981, the model still fits the
data extremely well since tie reduction in attrition due to
AOCP occurred at the same time as the last rise in unemploy-
ment rates. A check of Table V shows that all statistics
are significant at the . 99 level and the Durbin-Watson
statistic is 2.00, indicating the absence cf serial
correlation.
t. Ground.
The R-sguare for ground captains indicates a
relatively good fit cf the data. The F statistic is signif-
icant at the .99 level as are tne t statistics for each
coefficient. The coefficient of variation is exceptionally
good at .06. The Durbin-Watson statistic of 2.50 indicates
the abserce of significant serial correlation since du <
2.50 < 4-du.
c. Total.
Based on the relevant statistics the original
model was effective except that the Durbin-Watson statistic
cf .SC is slightly less then the dl of .92 indicating the
possihle presence of positive serial correlation. The DW

statistic resulting from the general differencing was irccn-
clusive as to the presence of positive or negative serial
correlation althcugh the model itself was vastly improved
ever the original.
1 lieutenants
As described in previous chapters, this grade is
difficult tc model since only a limited number of officers
are allowed to remain in service. Thus, effects due to
unemplcyaent are masked by the large number of officers
attriting simply because there is no requirement for them in
the Marine Corps. Correspondingly, this model is poor in
its explanation of the variance of the data measured by
E-sguare. The F statistic was significant at the .94 level
as was the t statistic for the beta coefficient while the
alpha coefficient was significant to the .99 level. Ihese
statistics were also subject to guestion because of the
presence cf positive serial correlation indicated by
Eurbin-Watscn statistic of .70. General differencing
produced a slightly worse model with a lower R-sguare and
less significant f and t statistics (.90 level). Serial
correlation, however, was eliminated as evidenced by the DW




- IJiDiilS ANE CONCLOSIONS
A. flCEEI CCHPABISOHS
I-revicus efforts ly Headguarters Marine Corps (HQMC) had
used an averaging process to compute officer attrition esti-
iiates reeded for planning purposes in the following year.
The results of this process, which was merely a sun of
previous six years cf attrition divided by six, was then
modified up or down depending on the intuition of the
responsible officer regarding trends in officer retention.
Por example, a severe recession migiit result in the total
being reduced by an arbitrary percentage if the responsible
officer was of the opinion that economic factors liould slow
down attrition.
As can te imagined, this method was inaccurate in the
sense that it wculd lag the current rate because of the
deperdence en previous years* rates. Additionally it would
not be able to predict the critical turning points in the
trend of officer attrition as well as not being able to
indicate extremes. Table VI presents a comparison of the
averaging method with the results of the linear regression
models developed in this research for the year FY 1985 and
FY 1964. The third column contains the actual attrition
figures for 1983. The fourth and fifth columns show the
percect error for tie average and 1983 regression models
predictions for 1983 respectively. The sixth column gives
the 1981 regression model predictions for 1984. Ihe
disparity between tie averaging method and what actually
happered in 1983 is a result of trends in attrition which
averaging cannot predict. These trends are caused by a
variety cf factors such as the economy, military pay, and




COMPARISON CF MODEL BESOITS
Avg Regress % Error % Error Reqress
fiark Method Model Actual Avg Reg Model
1983 1S£3(1) 1983 1983 1983 1984(2)
I1CC1 177 152 127 39.4 19.7
MfiJCS 186 149 146 27.4 2. 1
CAII 452 377 392 15.3 -3.8





(1) Uses actual value for UN (.035) in 1983. Both tie
1S63 and 1983 nodels use 1982 average strength.
(2) Assunes UN=.033 and undated coefficients for 1983.
(3) Includes average annual aviation Lieutenant
attrition of 20 per ^ear.
lhe complete attrition model is presented in table IV of
Chapter Jour and is in the form of eleven regression rela-
tions and includes the modifications resulting from general
differencing. Ihe equations were maintained in this fcrm
for sinplicity of use by HQMC.
E. PBEE1C110N INTEBvlIS
Prediction intervals provide a zone of confidence within
which it can be claimed that a result will lie with 95
percent probability [Bef. 19]. Prediction intervals are
shown graphically by the sclid lines on either side of the
straight regression line. Ihe graph shewn is for lotal
lieutenant Colonel attrition versus the unemployment vari-




SCATTER 3 LOT: LTCOL(CND) ATTRITION VS M/A UNEMPLOYMENT
020 02* 028 0J2 CJ6
MANACERiAl/ADMINISTRATIVE: UNEMPLOYMENT
Figure 5.1 Prediction Intervals.
C. £0£I1IvITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analysis is the procedure by which the ncdel
is tested tc determine its reaction to various input values,
lable VII reflects the general trend of the economy for 1584
with nost cf the values fcr unemployment (UN) decreasing
from 1S83's .035. Also shown in the first two columns are
the results for 1984 if unemployment increases. The iiodel
attriticr rates are relatively insensitive to change as a
.001 change in Unemployment produces only five mere
lieutenant Colonel attritions. likewise a change from .035
to . C32 in unemployment results in an additional fourteen
attritions. (This data was calculated by multiplying 1S84
estimated lieutenant Colonel strength by the change in the
attrition nate.) This is mere significant and represents an




SENSITI1ITY ANAIISIS OF 1984 MODEL
Possible Values of UN for 1984
Eank/Ccmp .027 .036 .035 .034 .033 .032
Ictal
Itccl .0897
-C929 .0961 .0993 . 1025 . 1057
Major .0424 .C451 .0477 .0504 .0530 .0556
Cap t . 08S2 .C910 .0929 .0947 .0966 .0984
Grcund
Itccl .0860 -C910 .0940 .0970 . 1000 -1030
Major . 0440 .C485 .0530 .0575 .0619 .0664
Cart
--.0731 / 1 1 — — —
—
V— G k. L
I )
It .1384 .1391 . 1397 . 1404 . 1410 . 1417
Aviation
Itccl . 0836 .C880 .0924 .0967 . 101 1 . 1055
Major .0332
-C341 .0350 .0359 . 0368 .0377
Capt . 0860 .0910 .0940 .0970 .1000 . 103C
(1) Since Captain ground depends on the lagged
variable 0N1 (.035) there is only one value
predicted for 1984.
£. CCMCICSION
Eased en the results enumerated in the foregoing para-
graphs it can he ccncluded that economic factors were
significant variables in the attrition of Marine Officers
during the period 1S77 to 1983. The economic factcr mest
important in determining attrition is unemployment. A
second significant factor may te pay. As more attrition
data is ccipiled these conclusions may well te strengthened
if, as predicted, the economy continues to strengthen, and
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initial retorts cf iicreased officer attriticn continues to
hold tru€ through the remainder of FY 1984. These trends
can alsc te affected by maragement policy such as the
authcii2aticn of bonus payments as in the case of ACCE for
Marine Aviators. As explained in Chapter Four, ACCF, in
conjunction with a crippled economy, had a significant
effect cr aviation attrition, reducing the totals by almcst
forty percent. An attempt was made to develop quarterly
models ard ry this nethod have more data points available,
but the models had little correlation with officer attri-
tion. This was intuitively understandable since officer
attrition will almost always cccur around the summer mcnths
for a variety of personal factors. This is not a result of
unemployment but simply a function of when school vacations
tegin and officers are normally commissioned.
Eecommencations for further study center around promotion
potential coupled with unemployment as a significant indi-
cator cf an officers intenticns at the breakpoints of his




SCATTER PICTS AND COMPARISON DIAGRAMS
lhe following graphs are the scatter plots and conpar-
ison diacraas for alJ rank/ components included in the model.
Many ether plots of these types were done for all cf the
variarles considered tc include rates of change of the ?ari-
atle tut ar€ not included because of the lack of space.
as

SCATTERPLOT: LTCOLCTOT) ATTRfnON VS M/A UNEMPLOYMENT
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SCATTERPLOT: MAJOR(TOT) ATTRITION VS M/A UNEMPLOYMENT
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Figcie A. 2 lotal Majors.
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o 0.020 0.024 0.028 0.032 0.036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
CAPTAJN(TOT) ATTRITION AND M/A UNEMPLOYMENT VS YEAR
ATTRITION
figure A.3 lotal Captains.










020 02* 028 032 0.036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
LTCOL(GNO) ATTRITION AN0 M/A UNEMPLOYMENT VS YEAR
ATTRITION
Figure A. 4 Ground lieutenant Colonels.
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figure A. 5 Ground Majors.
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MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPL0YUENT(LAC 1)



















Figure A.6 Ground Captains.
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SCATTERPLOT: UEUTENANT(GND) ATTRITION VS W/A UNEMPLOYMEN
is
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Figure £.7 Gicund Lieutenants,
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S020 0.024 0.028 032 03«
managerial/administrative UNEMPLOYMENT
MAJOR(AVN) ATTRITION AND M/A UNEMPLOYMENT VS YEAR
ATTRITION
Figure A. 9 Aviation Majors.
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A. HCDEI EQUATIONS BESUL1ING FBOM GENEBA1 lilt F EE E NCING
EECCIBOBES.
1 - Iiectenact .ground.
y = (-143 x .72) + .0597 - 2.342 x (ONt - (.72 x
DNt-1))
2- Captain total.
J = (.093 x -22) + .136 - 2.3941 x (UNt - (.23 x
UNt-1))
-• £§J££ ayiaticr.
y = (.036 x .19) .0192 - 1.784 x (UNt - (.49 x
DNt-1))
**• H5J££ grcun d.




E. CCHEAEISON OP OB1C-IHAL
Ie tte following table tie original models are composed
fcith the models resulting from general differencing. Model
1 statistics are frcn the original Model while Model 2 indi-
cates the general differencing model. As can he seec all
models inprcve except the Lieutenant ground model.
TABLE fill
RESULTS OF GENEBAL DIFFEBEMCING







Ma jcr (gnd) 1
.56 6.2 6.0 -2.5 .65 . 15
.53 4.5 5.6 -2.1 1.70 .32
.88 36 16 -6.0 .90 .05
.99 281 43 -17 2.60 .02
.60 7.6 5.2 -2.8 .71 .21
.73 11 6.0 -3.3 2.33 .27
.82 23 9.7 -4.8 2.89 . 11





The following figures show the prediction interval
diagrams for the models of all tanks and components. As was
expected frcm the model data some of the models are poor
regarding their variation in predicted rates. Cn these
models where the prediction intervals are too large to he
shown without expanding the scale they are not shown. Ihcse
models ir which general differencing was used follow the
crigiral model.
020 02* 0.028 032 036
managerial/administrative: unemployment
figure C. 1 Lieutenant Colonel Ground.
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0.020 024 0.028 032 0.036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
Figure C. 2 Lieutenant Colonel Aviation.















0.020 0.024 0.028 0032 0.036
MANAGERlAl/AOMINISTRATfVE UNEMPLOYMENT
figure C.3 Lieutenant Colonel Total.
6 3

020 0.024 0.028 032 036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATE UNEMPLOYMENT
l_
Figure C.4 Hajor Ground.
MAJOR GR0UND(G/D)
020 024 0.028 032 038
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
I
Figure C.5 Hajor Ground/Osing General Differencing.
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«>020 0.024 0.028 0.032 .036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT

















020 024 028 032 036
MANAGERiAL/ADMINlSTRATiVE UNEMPLOYMENT
Figure C. 7 Major Air/Using General Differencing.
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0.020 0.024 0.028 0.032 03*
MANACCRlAiyADMINISTRATtVE UNEMPLOYMENT
_J
Figcie C.8 Bajor Total.
r
SCATTERPLOT: CAPTAIN(GND) ATTR!TlON VS M/A UNEMPLOYMENT
CK320 0.024 0.028 0.032 036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPlOYWENT(LAG 1)
Figure C.9 Captain Ground.
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0.C20 024 0.028 032 036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
Figure C.10 Captain Aviation.
© 0.020 0.024 0.028 0.032 0.036
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
Figure C.11 Captain Total.
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o 020 0.024 0028 0.032 0.038
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
J
Figure C. 12 Captain Total/ Using General Differencing.






















CP020 024 028 032 0.038
MANAGERIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT
Figure c 13 Lieutenant Ground.
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